Abstract-Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) is one of the critical techniques in network virtualization. In this paper, we attempt to improve the performance of VNE in terms of acceptance ratio of Virtual Network (VN) requests by considering resource fragmentation in a substrate network. Different from existing work, we involve a new metric called Resource Fragmentation Degree (RFD) to quantitatively measure the status of resource fragmentation at substrate nodes and links. The definition of RFD is derived from the conception of connectivity in graph theory. Actually, RFD of a node (or a link) is only determined by residual resources at its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. Thus it can be derived efficiently. For a node (or a link), maximum RFD is reached when either all of its neighbor nodes or all of its adjacent links are running out of resources. In this case, resources at the node (or the link) are entirely fragmented. With consideration of RFD, we then formulate the problem of VNE as a mixed integer program. The optimization objective includes minimizing fragmented resources indicated by RFD in the substrate network. Finally, an online algorithm called VNE-RFD is proposed to solve the problem. Simulation results show that VNE-RFD can effectively reduce resource fragmentation and thus accept more VN requests compared with some existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, network virtualization is considered as a promising mechanism to overcome the ossification of Internet [1] [2] . By allowing multiple requested Virtual Networks (VNs) to share the same substrate network, it provides users with customized services as well as programmable test-beds for facilitating innovations in commercial operation and network research respectively. However, how to map virtual nodes and virtual links of requested VNs into the shared substrate network is a challenge in network virtualization. This problem is also known as Virtual Network Embedding (VNE). With resource constraints, VNE is similar to the multi-way separator problem and the minimum cut linear arrangement problem. It is NP-hard [3] . Much work [4] has been done to reduce the computational complexity of VNE, where the whole mapping procedure is divided into node mapping and link mapping.
In this paper, we address the resource fragmentation problem in VNE. During the mapping procedure of VNE, resources at substrate nodes and links are partitioned and allocated according to VN requests. In this case, some residual resources might not meet the demands of any VN requests and they will never be allocated. This phenomenon is referred to as resource fragmentation, which is similar to memory fragmentation in computers. Resource fragmentation will degrade the resource utilization efficiency of the substrate network and thus might result in more rejections for VN requests due to insufficient resources.
There exists some work on dealing with the resource fragmentation problem in the substrate network. In [5] [6] [7] , fragmented resources are assumed to be reduced by achieving load balance in the substrate network. Cheng. et al. [5] apply the Markov Random Walk to rank nodes based on its resources and topology attributes. And they proposed algorithm based on the rank of node to solve VNE with balancing the used CPU capacity of nodes and the used bandwidth of links. Chowdhury et al. [6] construct a new objective function with load balance by dividing the cost of VNE by residual resources. They solve it after relaxing integer constraints and realize VNE with load balance. Yu et al. [7] adopt greedy algorithm by mapping virtual node to the substrate node with the maximum resources, and reduce the use of the resources at bottleneck nodes or links. Therefore, consideration of load balance is involved in VNE. In [8] , each node (or link) associates with a scaling factor to indicate its likelihood of becoming bottleneck based on cutnodes (or cut-flows) and residual resources. As the scaling factor can be used to indicate resource fragmentation, Butt et al. give a new cost of VNE by multiplying used resources by its scaling factor, and reconfigure VNs with detecting the bottleneck nodes or links. Chen et al. [9] propose an bordermatching algorithm following the principle of mapping virtual node with the lowest degree to the substrate node with the lowest degree, and this kind of "border matching" mechanism can reduce fragmented resources in some extent. Zhang et al. [10] define fragmentation cost for substrate path as the variance of the residual bandwidth of the links on the path, and solve VNE problem by simulated annealing methods following the principle of mapping virtual link onto the substrate path with low embedding cost and fragmentation cost.
Most of the aforementioned work, however, has been limited to embedding algorithms with load balancing or topologyware matching or bottleneck detecting. It is known that the optimal VNE algorithm is to embed VNs with consideration of residual resources at all substrate nodes and links, and reconfigure resources dynamically according to VN requests. Unfortunately, this algorithm will involve intractable computation cost and unacceptable network overhead. There is a trade-off between complexity and efficiency. For a node (or a link), residual resources at its neighbor nodes and adjacent links have significant impact on its resource fragmentation status. In a extreme case, resources at the node (or the link) are entirely fragmented when either all of its neighbor nodes or all of its adjacent links are running out of resources. Based on this observation, we propose a novel efficient VNE algorithm to avoid resource fragmentation and finally improve the resource utilization efficiency in the substrate network. The major contributions in this paper can be described as follows.
1) We involve a new metrics called Resource Fragmentation Degree (RFD) to qualitatively measure the resource fragmentation status at substrate nodes and links. Different from existing work, RFD of a node (or a link) is only determined by the residual resource status of its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. Therefore, it can be efficiently derived. The definition of RFD is motivated by the conception of connectivity in graph theory. When the substrate network is modeled as an weighted undirected graph, RFD indicates the ability of a node (or a link) to connect with its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. When a node (or a link) is entirely fragmented, maximum RFD is reached.
2) With RFD, we formulate the VNE problem as a mixed integer program. Our goal includes minimizing fragmented resources indicated by RFD in the substrate network so that more VN requests can be accepted. Then we propose an online algorithm called VNE-RFD to solve the optimization problem. As only requiring the residual resource status of neighbors, VNE-RFD can be performed efficiently.
3) We perform simulations to compare the performance of VNE-RFD with that of some existing VNE algorithms in terms of acceptance ratio of VN requests, average revenue and cost. Results show that VNE-RFD achieves the best performance, which validate that RFD is an effective and efficient metric for resource fragmentation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give an overview of the resource fragmentation problem. Moreover, some common notations used in this paper are also defined. In Section III, we define RFD and then give the formulation of the VNE problem with consideration of RFD. Section IV presents the proposed VNE-RED algorithm. Performance evaluation is described in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes our work.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper, a network (i.e. substrate network or requested VN) is modeled as a weighted undirected graph as shown in Fig. 1 . Vertices and edges represent nodes and links in the network respectively. Two kinds of resources, i.e. CPU capacity and bandwidth, are considered. In the graph, the CPU capacity at a node is denoted by the number in a rectangle next to that node, and the bandwidth of a link is denoted by the number over that link.
A. Notations
Some common notations used in this paper are listed in Table I . Superscript "s" and "v" are used to represent the substrate network and VN respectively, and subscript "N" and "L" are used to denote the node and link respectively. 
B. Resource Fragmentation Problem
Many VNE algorithms are proposed to improve the resource utilization efficiency in a substrate network. During the embedding process, resources at substrate nodes and links are portioned and allocated. However, since there is a mismatch between resources provided by the substrate network and that requested by various VNs, some resources in the substrate network might be fragmented and cannot meet the demands of any VN requests. This phenomenon is referred to as resource fragmentation. Obviously, resource fragmentation will result in residual resources that can never be allocated and thus degrade the resource utilization efficiency in the substrate network. From the viewpoint of graph theory, the embedding process in VNE corresponds to the graph matching process. Resource fragmentation means that some vertices and edges might be removed from the graph of the substrate network. We can see that an edge (i.e. BE) can removed from the graph, which means that residual resources at the corresponding link is fragmented. Here, 3 bandwidth units can not be allocated to any VN requests.
Traditionally, the VNE problem is formulated as an optimization problem. To define the optimization objective, the revenue and cost [5] expressed in equation (1)(2) are usually involved, which denote resources requested by VNs and resources allocated to VNs respectively. α is a weighted factor.
However, the revenue and cost cannot actually indicate the status of resource fragmentation as well as the resource utilization efficiency in the substrate network. For example, in Fig. 2 , two matching solutions (i.e. S 1 and S 2 ) are performed for the VNE embedding problem described in Fig. 1 . From the results shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d), we can see that the embedding revenue and cost in S 1 are the same as that in S 2 , but S 1 results in more fragmented resources than S 2 . Obviously, we can conclude that S 2 outperforms S 1 in terms of resource utilization efficiency, even thought S 1 results in better load balance. 
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is described in Fig. 3 . Three roles are involved in network virtualization: Service Providers (SPs), Virtual Network Users (VNUs), and Infrastructure Providers (InPs). VNUs produce VN requests randomly and submit them to SPs. SPs perform VNE algorithms to embed VNs into a shared substrate network provided by one or several InPs.
As resources in the substrate network are limited, efficient VNE algorithms are desired. In Section II.B, we have found that resource fragmentation has significant impact on the resource utilization efficiency. Therefore, how to define a metric to quantize resource fragmentation is critical for efficient VNE. In this section, we firstly define one such metric called RFD. The basic idea behind RFD is that the status of resource fragmentation at a node (or a link) can be generally indicated by the status of residual resources at all of its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. With RFD, we then formulate the VNE problem as a mixed integer program. The optimization objective includes minimizing fragmented resources indicated by RFD in the substrate network.
A. Definition of RFD
The definition of RFD is derived from the conception of connectivity in graph theory. Firstly, we model the substrate network as a weighted undirected graph. For convenience, we don't differentiate between node and vertex as well as between link and edge in the rest paper. Then we use the ratio of residual resources to total resources at each element (node or link) as a metric to represent its ability to connect other elements. This metric is also called residual ratio of resources. By analyzing connectivity of nodes and links, we can derive RFD for each substrate node and link. 
We exploit the weighted adjacency matrix T l to represent the ability of links to connect its endpoints. T l is defined as equation (4). Then, the connectivity vector for substrate nodes (κ n ) can be derived as equation (5). We can see that the connectivity of each substrate node is only determined by the residual ratio of its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. Therefore it can be derived efficiently. For n s i , it becomes disconnected from the substrate network when the residual ratio of resources at all of its neighbor elements (nodes or links) is equal to 0. In this case, n s i is associated with minimum connectivity value equaling to 0.
Where
Similar to the definition of the connectivity vector for substrate nodes, we define the connectivity vector for substrate links as follows:
is used to indicate the ability of incident nodes to connect links, which is defined as follows:
Let r n denote the RFD vector for substrate nodes and r l denote the RFD vector for substrate links. Based on κ n and κ l , we can derive RFD for each substrate node n s i and substrate link l s i as equation (7) and equation (8) 
We can see that RFD of a node (or a link) increases as the residual ratio of its neighbor nodes and adjacent links decreases. When either all of its neighbor nodes or all of its adjacent links are running out of resources, maximum RFD of the node is reached which is equal to 1.
B. Problem Formulation
With the consideration of resource fragmentation, we define the cost of the resource fragmentation as follows.
Where α is a weighted factor for the CPU capacity and bandwidth. By combining the cost defined in equation (2) and the cost of resource fragmentation defined in equation (9), we derive the objective function for optimization. With consideration of resource fragmentation, we formulate the VNE problem as a mixed integer program as follows. 
Constraints:
Capacity constraints: 
IV. PROPOSED VNE-RFD ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a novel algorithm called VNE-RFD to solve the VNE problem with consideration of resource fragmentation in a substrate network. VNE-RFD is an online algorithm and involves RFD to quantize resource fragmentation. It takes online VN requests as input and embeds requested VNs into the shared substrate network. Finally, VNE-RFD produces a solution for substrate resource allocation as output. Since VN requests are independent, VNE-RFD can solve the VNE problem based on the current resource status of the substrate network. For convenience, let NB l (n) denote the adjacent link set of node n, which are connected with n directly, and NB n (n) denote the neighbor node set of n.
A. Algorithm Description
Algorithm 1 gives the framework of VNE-RFD. When a VN request arrives, VNE-RFD first executes the initial procedure in line 4 to initialize the current VN and substrate network with the unmapped (
The embedding procedure begins with the virtual node with the maximum requested CPU capacity and bandwidth of its adjacent links in line 6. Then, VNE-RFD adds other virtual nodes into FIFO queue Q by depth-first searching in line 9 or breadth-first searching in line 11. In this paper, VNE-RFD-D denotes VNE-RFD with depth-first searching, and VNE-RFD-B denotes VNE-RFD with breadth-first searching. For each virtual node n v ∈ Q, VNE-RFD first calculates the candidate substrate node set Ω(n v ) in which each node has enough residual resources for virtual node n v . If Ω(n v ) is empty, the VN request will be rejected. VNE-RFD finishes node mapping and link mapping with algorithm 2 and 3. When all nodes and links of a VN are embedded in the substrate network, VNE-RFD updates the substrate network status and prepares for processing the next VN request.
The first virtual node n v 0 of each VN request is embedded in substrate network with no fragmentation cost, because resources of substrate links are not occupied by current VN request. VNE-RFD executes Algorithm 2 to map n v 0 onto the substrate node n s 0,N min ∈ Ω(n v 0 ) with minimum distance to other substrate nodes set Ω(n v ) (n v ∈ NB n (n v )) through an iterated method, where hop(m, n) denotes the length of the shortest path between m and n.
VNE-RFD uses algorithm 3 to embed virtual node n v and adjacent virtual links of n v in the substrate network. The algorithm calculates C(m s ) for each substrate node m s ∈ Ω(n v ). Here, C(m s ) denotes the total cost of mapping virtual node n v onto m s and embedding its adjacent virtual links in the substrate network. It combines the cost defined in equation (2) and the fragmentation cost defined in equation (9) . The function P athCost is used to calculate a substrate path p 
B. Time complexity
In this paper, the substrate network topology is assumed to be unchanged. VNE-RFD algorithm involves two important procedures: graph traverse and K-shortest-paths search between any two substrate nodes which is used to calculate the cost of link embedding by function P athCost. As we all known, the graph traverse algorithm can be solved at least in polynomial time using either depth-first searching algorithm or breadth-first searching algorithm. Yen's algorithm [11] can solve the K-shortest-paths problem in a polynomial time. Therefore, VNE-RFD is a polynomial time algorithm.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe our simulation environment, and then compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with that of other VNE algorithms in terms of acceptance ratio of VN requests, the ratio(Υ r /Υ o ) of average revenue(Υ r ) to average cost(Υ o ). Through performance evaluation, RFD has been proved to be an effective metric for resource fragmentation in a substrate network. 
end for
Let m
end for 12: end for
A. Simulation Settings
To perform our evaluation, we use the open source simulator ViNE-Yard published by Chowdhury [6] , and make some modifications according to our proposed algorithm. The weighted factor α is set to 1 in our simulation environment. Similar to most VNE simulations, we use GT-ITM to generate the substrate network and VN requests in the model of W axman1. Simulation parameters are configured as Table II . 
B. Evaluation Results
In our evaluation, we compared VNE-RFD algorithms (includes VNE-RFD-D and VNE-RFD-B) with some existing VN embedding algorithms: D-ViNE-LB, R-ViNE [6] and G-MCF [7] under the same simulation environment. Resource fragmentation is also considered in the compared algorithms. We measure the average acceptance ratio, and ratio Υ r /Υ o for VN requests over time. And in order to obtain RFD of the substrate network, we also measure the average value of RFD for substrate nodes and substrate links. We plot these performance metrics over time to show the performance of each algorithm. The key observations are as follows.
(1) Evaluate VNE-RFD in terms of acceptance ratio and Υ r /Υ o . Fig. 4 shows VNE-RFD get higher acceptance ratio than the compared algorithms(i.e. D-ViNE-LB, R-ViNE and G-MCF). As VNE-RFD follows the principle of minimizing the new cost of VN embedding based RFD of substrate nodes and links, and it can effectively reduce fragmented resources in the substrate network and improve the resource utilization efficiency. Therefore, more VN requests can be accepted with VNE-RFD. As VNE-RFD adopts K-shortest paths algorithm based on the new cost to embed nodes and links, it can effectively reduce the length of allocated substrate path and also play a role in reducing fragmented resources in the substrate network. Fig. 5 confirms that our algorithm gains higher Υ r /Υ o than the compared algorithms.
(2) Evaluate VNE-RFD in terms of RFD Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that VNE-RFD gains smaller mean of RFD of substrate nodes and links than the compared algorithms. As RFD of nodes and links indicates the resource fragmentation status of nodes and links, the lower mean of RFD of substrate nodes and links means the less fragmented resources in the substrate network. It is proved that VNE-RFD can reduce fragmented resources effectively. From the simulation results in Fig. 4, 5, 6 , and 7, we can find that VNE-RFD-B gets almost the same performance as VNE-RFD-D under our simulation environment. Actually, the performance of VNE-RFD-B and VNE-RFD-D is associated with attributes of VN requests. VNE-RFD-B can gain better performance for VN requests with mesh topology, and VNE-RFD-D can gain better performance for VN requests with tree topology. In our simulation environment, we don't constrain the topology of VN requests. Therefore, VNE-RFD-B and VNE-RFD-D result in almost the same performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we define a new metric called RFD to quantize resource fragmentation in a substrate network. RFD of a node (or a link) can be efficiently calculated based on residual resources at its neighbor nodes and adjacent links. With RFD, we formulate the VNE problem as a mixed integer program, where the fragmentation cost is involved into the objective function to be minimized. Then we design an efficient algorithm called VNE-RFD to solve the problem. Simulation results show that VNE-RFD outperforms some existing VNE algorithms in terms of acceptance ratio of VN requests and ratio of average revenue to average cost, which also validate that RFD is a effective metric to quantize resource fragmentation in the substrate network.
As future work, resources reconfiguration will be considered to further reduce resource fragmentation when VNs are created and terminated. However, in this case, the VNE problem will be more complicated. We should make a tradeoff between complexity and efficiency.
